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Overview of the CFT 70 Bed Rest Study
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CFT 70 Bed Rest Study
• Bed Rest (BR) is used as a spaceflight analog

• Astronaut-like cohort

• 10 Weeks of 6 degree Head Down Tilt (HDT) Bed Rest

• 96 days (14 days pre-BR, 70 days during BR, and 12 days
post-BR)

• 4 arms: Control (n = 11), Exercise (n = 10), Exercise +
Testosterone (n = 8), Flywheel (n = 8)
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A Tightly Controlled Environment

• Monitored 24 hours/day

• Toileting/Showering in HDT

• Standardized wake/sleep
schedule

• 3 meals/day controlled and
adjusted diet

• Resting metabolic rate/exercise
energy expenditure

• All fluid intake/output
monitored

Overview of the NASA 70-day Bed Rest Study, Cromwell RL, et. al, Med Sci Sports Exerc. 2018

Sep;50(9):1909-1919.
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Bed Rest Measures Collected

Overview of the NASA 70-day Bed Rest Study, Cromwell RL, et. al, Med Sci Sports Exerc. 2018

Sep;50(9):1909-1919.
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CFT 70 Results

• Exercise mitigated bed-rest
induced multisystem
deconditioning on average

• There is considerable
heterogeneity in
spaceflight-induced multisystem
deconditioning.

• Methods to identify both
physiological systems and
individuals at high risk of
spaceflight-induced
deconditioning are needed.
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Our Analysis Objectives

• Apply cluster analysis to identify
subgroups associated with
deconditioning in bed rest.

• Identifying groups at baseline
(phenogroups) that are more
likely to have poor outcomes
after spaceflight, may help
personalize
exercise/nutrition/other
perscriptions during the mission.
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Statistical Methods
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Multisystem Variables
• Over 850 continuous variables assessed at baseline

(pre-BR)

• Grouped into the following body systems:
• Brain Morphology
• Psychological Questionnaires
• Body Composition
• Bone Health
• Cardiac Function
• Aerobic Fitness
• Muscle Strength
• Blood and Urine Biochemistries
• Smell
• Vision
• Functional Performance
• Dietary Intake
• Demographics
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Outcomes of Interest

• V02 Max

• Profile of Mood States (POMS) Questionnaire

• Intraocuar Pressure (IOP, Left and Right)

• Fat Free Mass (FFM, grams)

• Total Fat Mass

• Total Bone Mass

• Quadricep Size (cm2)

• Soleus Size (cm2)

• Knee Extensor at 60 degrees/sec (KES60)

• Twist Peak

• Twist Rate

• Heart Rate
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Data Cleaning
• Within each system:

• data were cleaned by removing all variables missing
greater than 15% of values

• variables with 95% or more equivalent values were
removed (insufficient variability)

• single variable imputation was performed using predictive
mean matching

• variable reduction was performed
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Imputation and Variable Reduction

• Imputation Algorithm:
• Fits a flexible additive model to predict the target
• Finds a target variable with an observed value whose

predicted value is closest to the predicted value of the
missing value

• Replaces the missing value with observed value

• Variable Reduction using Hierarchical Clustering
• Variables are merged if there is a decrease in the sum of

the squared correlation between the aggregated variables
and the cluster center (first principal component)

• Larger pre-specified tree height thresholds = fewer
clusters, smaller thresholds = more clusters

• One variable is chosen from each cluster based on the
variable in that cluster that has the highest squared
correlation between the variable and the cluster center
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Visualizing Body System Relationships

• For every pairwise set of data (e.g., body composition vs.
function performance test data), each variable from the
first dataset was correlated with every variable from the
second dataset using Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

• Dynamic data clouds are produced linking all absolute
value Pearson correlation coefficients ≥ 0.6, allowing
multi-system correlations to be visualized
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Identifying Phenogroups

• Outcomes were removed, and filtered variables were
standardized

• Hierarchical clustering was performed, dissimilarity matrix
given by Euclidean distance and the average linkage score
used to join similar clusters

• The optimal number of clusters was selected using the
silhouette coefficient

• The silhouette coefficient measures how well data are
assigned to its own cluster and how far they are from
other clusters

• The resulting number of clusters was validated by visual
inspection, insuring a sufficient number of subjects were
in each phenogroup
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Association of Phenogroups w/ Outcomes

Modeling Outcomes

E [OutcomePostBR] = β0 + β1{OutcomeBaseline}
+ β2{Cluster2}
+ β3{Exercise + Testosterone}
+ β4{Exercise}
+ β5{Flywheel}
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Results
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Dynamic Data Cloud
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Detailed Dynamic Data Cloud
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Data Cloud with Outcomes
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Identification of Phenogroups
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Characterization of Phenogroups
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Association of Phenogroups w/ Outcomes
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Conclusions

• Preliminary findings demonstrate the feasibility of using a
novel unsupervised phenotypic clustering strategy to:

1 identify a subset of relevant variables for acquisition in
future trials

2 identify mutually exclusive phenogroups of individuals
according to baseline characteristics.
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Limitations

• This is an exploratory analysis!
• Small sample size and homogeneous population carefully

selected
• Study is very tightly controlled - the countermeasures do

seem to be working!
• The flywheel group is significantly younger than other

groups, and was added to the study later
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Next Steps

• Account for variability in correlations and clustering using
bootstrapping methods

• Remove the flywheel group from analysis
• Ideally we would have a large enough sample size to

perform entire analysis within the control group

• Choose variables scientifically not analytically
• With a limited sample size it may pragmatic to use the

most robust measures from each system
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Questions?

Contact: sarah.f.mercaldo@nasa.gov
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